Wind Energy

Keeping Wind Energy Powered Up
in Southern Idaho
By Lisa Buddecke, Southern Idaho Economic Development Organization
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College of Southern Idaho students practice
climbing 33-foot ladders to simulate work on a
real wind turbine.
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students its interior and ability to fasten
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their projects. With access to plenty of wind,
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Meeting Industry Demands

Southern Idaho is a “wind-win” situation for
future wind development projects. C

As developers continue to look at
Southern Idaho as a potential site for future
utility-scale wind development, they will be
able to quickly fill positions by hiring locally

College of Southern Idaho students practice
on-site at one of the region’s numerous wind
turbines.

with nearby wind park owners to allow CSI
students direct access to turbine towers to
practice climbing and safety skills.
“Giving our students the opportunity to
climb up 300 feet on a wind turbine tower
really transfers what they’ve learned in the
classroom to the real world,” Bowles said.
“This level of practical experience is vital to
the future success these students have in
the workplace. This is an opportunity not
many other programs in the country can
offer. That’s a huge advantage to employers
when they’re looking to hire skilled workers.”
Before tackling these great heights,
students can practice safely indoors on
CSI’s Ladder Training Apparatus (LTA).
Once they strap on helmets, harnesses and
safety glasses, they’re ready to climb up two
33-foot ladders attached to the wall. Safety
training instructors are always on hand to
assure students check and recheck their
equipment before any climb.
“Our LTA offers students the ability to
practice working above ground in a safe
environment. Here, we can deal with
potential critical mistakes under the safest of
circumstances,” Bowles explained.
A 145-foot, eight-ton wind turbine blade
lies lengthwise in a nearby lot to offer even
more extensive instructional value: showing
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